
The show  
always 
goes on
Dramatically lower your operating costs 
with up to 50% longer lamp warranty 
without compromise in screen brightness.

Philips LongPlay
Xenon Lamps

Special lighting



Philips LongPlay Xenon Lamps 
Breakthrough advancements in Philips xenon technology

Up to 50% longer warranty 
hours than standard xenon 
lamps for dramatically lower 
cost of ownership.
Our new LongPlay digital 
cinema xenon lamps require 
fewer lamp changes.  Exhibition 
quality is maintained at lower 
cost per hour. All of this is made 
possible by our breakthrough 
lamp electrode technology. 
Our lamp electrodes run cooler, 
prolonging electrode life 
and maintaining light output 
longer. Philips LongPlay lamps 
also provide more flexibility 
than standard lamps with the 
capability to operate reliably 
at half power. This avoids the 
expense and hassle of changing 
lamps when switching between 
2D and 3D presentations.

www.philips.com/cinemalamps
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Model Projector Warranty Ordering code

Current New Increase

XDC 3000BL LongPlay Barco 1500 1700 13% 928419206301

XDC 4000BL LongPlay Barco 1000 1300 30% 928419106301

XDC 6500BL LongPlay Barco 500 600 20% 928418706301

XDC 3000NL LongPlay NEC - 1800 -  928419606301

XDC 4000NL LongPlay NEC 650 900 38% 928419706301

XDC 4500NL LongPlay NEC 900 1300 44%  928419806301

XDC 6000NL LongPlay NEC 600 900 50% 928419906301

XDC 3000CL LongPlay Christie 1500 1900 27% 928419406301

XDC 4500CL LongPlay Christie 1000 1300 30% 928419506301

Please note that the data presented here is preliminary and subject to change.  
New lamp types available early 2016.

Lamp types

Proprietary anode coating to improve 
heat dissipation, lower anode 
temperature and reduce envelope 
darkening, resulting in a dramatic 
improvement in lumen maintenance 
and therefore longer expected life.

Improved cathode design  
to increase arc stability and  
reduce flicker.

Getters to absorb contaminants 
(longer life). 

Contact our sales team for more information.

LongPlay
Digital Cinema Xenon


